
Charting the Transition

Mexican Politics Examined
by Angelina Snodgrass Godoy & Héctor Cárdenas

The July 2 Mexican elections were a shot heard ‘round the world.
In a stunning rejection of the party and political system which
has ruled their country for over seventy years, Mexican voters rallied

behind opposition candidate Vicente Fox, a man once thought to be a
political outsider with no serious chance of gaining the presidency.
Although many indications suggested that Mexico was undergoing far-
reaching political changes even prior
to the elections, elements of the
eventual outcome — including
Fox’s triumph with an unexpectedly
comfortable margin, the PRI’s loss
of its majority in both the Senate and
the Chamber of Deputies, and
President Zedillo’s surprisingly
prompt recognition of Fox’s
victory — surpassed the expec-
tations of even the boldest analysts.

As part of its ongoing effort to
understand the contemporary
transformation of Mexican politics,
the Center for Latin American
Studies has hosted a series of events
examining these developments and
their social, economic, and political
ramifications. This fall, CLAS will
reflect on the shifting political
landscape through a series called
“New Directions for Mexico,” in
which five key players shaping
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Mexico’s  future — Victor Lichtinger, co-chair of
Fox’s environmental transition team; Elba Esther
Gordillo, a former PRI senator and also ex-General
Secretary of the Mexican teachers’ union, the largest
labor organization in Latin America; Amalia García,
a former senator and current president of the PRD;
Adolfo Aguilar Zinser, a senior adviser on foreign
policy to Vicente Fox and former independent
senator; and Pablo Salazar, the recently-elected
governor of Chiapas who was supported by both the
PRD and PAN — will visit Berkeley to share their
analyses and observations. And last spring, a series
entitled “Mexican Transitions” featured lectures by
prominent political actors and scholarly
commentators — Santiago Oñate, Adolfo Gilly,
Lorenzo Meyer, Adolfo Aguilar Zinser, and Denise
Dresser — who placed the presidential race in a
larger political and historical context.

Looking back now, the insights offered by
participants in the spring series stand out as
surprisingly helpful for understanding the eventual
outcome of the race. In many ways the Mexican
Transitions lectures served as a sort of obituary for
the political system that had governed Mexico for
over 70 years through corporatism, clientelism,
electoral manipulation and occasional repression.
Although the five speakers represented different
sections of the political spectrum and different
generational outlooks, all predicted that on July 2,
the system that had ruled Mexico for so long would
be forever changed.

Santiago Oñate, Mexico’s ambassador to the
United Kingdom, began the series with a candid
account of the challenges facing Mexico as the
elections approached. A former Secretary of Labor
and past president of the PRI’s National Executive
Committee, Oñate said the central challenge would
be to ensure that the election was perceived as fair
and clean while maintaining economic stability, to
avoid a replay of the 1994 Mexican peso crisis that
sent the economy hurtling into a recession. His
offered an optimistic view, emphasizing that recent
reforms in Mexico would ensure greater stability and
transparency in the 2000 elections. Mexico was now
endowed with an independent, non-partisan federal
electoral institute, he explained. Campaign finance
reform had meant that the campaigns of all parties
were underwritten with public funds. Moreover, the
electoral season saw more balanced media coverage
of candidates running for the presidency, unlike
previous elections in which the media heavily favored
the PRI. The PRI itself had also democratized
significantly, Oñate added. Gone was the practice
commonly referred to by Mexicans as el dedazo, in
which the outgoing president hand-picks his
successor. This time around, Mexicans had the

opportunity to choose the PRI’s candidate in open
primaries held in November 1999.

The cumulative effect of these changes in Mexican
politics is that “for the first time since 1929, it is
impossible to predict who will win the presidential
election,” Oñate said. The most likely result, he
suggested, was that no one party would simultaneously
control both the executive and legislative branches —
a state of affairs that, though common in the United

States, is a novelty in Mexico. He emphasized that the
success of the transition would be determined not by
the elections, but by the long-term transformation of
the country’s political
system, a process already
underway. [For further
commentary by Amba-
ssador Oñate, please see “A
Postscript to the Mexican
Elections,” on page 10.]

The second speaker in
the series was Adolfo Gilly,
a widely respected political
scientist from the
Universidad Nacional
Autónoma de México
(UNAM) and one of the
leading voices of Mexico’s
intellectual left. His lecture
focused on the UNAM
student strike, discussing
its roots in structural
change in Mexico and its effects on the July elections.
In pointing out that close to 100 students were still
in jail in the aftermath of the strike, he characterized
the current situation on the campus as tense,
ambiguous, and divided. He also suggested that the
strike had damaged the presidential campaign of
Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas and his democratic-left PRD.
Conservative voters accu-
sed the PRD (and parti-
cularly Cárdenas, as
Mexico City’s mayor) of
condoning the strike and
“not being able to keep
order in the city.”
Conversely, the party
lost the overwhelming
support it had from the
UNAM community
because it did not overtly
support the strikers — in
fact, it is viewed as having
impeded their cause. On
the eve of the elections,
Gilly said, many questions
remained unanswered
about the nature of demo-
cracy in Mexico and in its national university. What
is clear, according to Gilly, are the “epical changes”
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taking place in Mexico, as Mexicans move from
“citizen to consumer, from public to private.” [See
Prof. Gilly’s “Notes about the Elections in Mexico,”
page 9 of this Newsletter.]

Like Ambassador Oñate, Prof. Lorenzo Meyer
argued that the July 2 elections would be fairer and
cleaner than any previous elections in the history of
Mexico. A distinguished academic from El Colegio
de México and a longtime newspaper columnist,
Meyer has been a leading force in Mexico’s transition
to democracy and a fierce critic of neo-liberal
reforms. During his lecture at CLAS, he traced the
history of democracy (or the lack thereof) in Mexican
politics. Prior to the Mexican Revolution, he noted,
elections in Mexico were controlled by the elite or by
the military, two entities that were often one and the
same. Although the PRI emerged in the 1920’s in a
spirit of democracy, by the 1940’s it formed part of
what Meyer referred to as a “smooth-running, state-
party machine.” Due in part to the relative economic
successes achieved by Mexico following World War
II, the PRI was able to remain in power virtually
unopposed.

In the 1980’s, however, the political climate began
to shift. The economic growth and relative stability
experienced by Mexico since World War II came to an
abrupt end with the crisis of 1982, an economic
collapse that led many Mexicans to question the effecti-
veness of the ruling party. This discontent manifested
itself in the emergence of urban political groups, like
the PAN in the north, that were willing to challenge

the PRI. In southern and
central Mexico, the
FDN — which was to
become the present-day
PRD — was created by
a left-wing faction of the
PRI that had become
disgruntled with the
PRI’s neoliberal, anti-
nationalist policies.

Adolfo Aguilar
Zinser, who visited
Berkeley in April,
shared other speakers’
conviction that the July
election represented a
turning point. A former
adviser to Cuauhtemoc
Cárdenas, Aguilar

Zinser later emerged as an eloquent voice for reform
of the party system, and was eventually elected the first
independent senator in Mexican history. In spring
1998, he served as a visiting professor at CLAS.
Currently a leading figure in Vicente Fox’s transition
team, Aguilar Zinser focused on the uniqueness of the
2000 elections during his presentation. Historically, he

explained, the PRI controlled the political process to
such an extent that any real challenge to its power was
unthinkable. “The PRI is a machinery for winning
elections,” Aguilar Zinser said, “and the state is
organized in such a way that they can produce their
expected results in an election through structural state
mechanisms of political control.” He emphasized that
outright electoral fraud is just one of a range of PRI
tactics for influencing the elections’ outcome through
complex manipulation of the political process.

Aguilar Zinser explained that many in the PRI
initially perceived Cuahtémoc Cárdenas as their only
threat, dismissing the potential significance of a Fox
candidacy because they assumed that he would self-
destruct politically. Instead, Aguilar Zinser noted, his
popularity continued to climb throughout the
campaign, thanks to his successful positioning of
himself as the only real candidate for change. With
Cárdenas sinking in the polls, Aguilar Zinser said, Fox
began to speak of his candidacy as the only viable
opposition to the PRI. And many intellectuals,
although initially loath to support a PAN candidate,
began to see in Fox’s ascendancy a real opportunity
for opening in the political system.

Prof. Denise Dresser, the last of five guests in the
Mexican Transitions series, also commented on Fox’s
unusual popularity. A professor of political science
at the Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México
(ITAM), Dresser also writes in the editorial pages of
Mexico’s leading newspapers. While some consider
the mere election of an opposition candidate to signal
the completion of Mexico’s democratic transition,
Dresser emphasized that the dynamics were more
complex. Although Fox might secure the presidency,
she explained, he would not have a PAN majority in
Congress, and would therefore need to rule by
coalition. Although Fox has said he would welcome
this dynamic, having worked with a PRI-controlled
legislature as governor of Guanajuato, some analysts
fear that this could lead to a stalemate. [For further
reflections on this theme, see “Mexico After the 2000
Election: A Recovered Country,” by Denise Dresser,
page 6.]

CLAS’ engagement with these themes is far from
new. In 1997, after elections ushered in the first
Congress in Mexican history with a majority
opposition in the House, CLAS hosted a forum
entitled “Mexico at a Crossroads.” Recently-elected
Senators Esteban Moctezuma (PRI), Enrique
González Pedrero (PRD), and Adolfo Aguilar Zinser
(independent) joined Congressional deputies
Porfirio Muñóz Ledo (PRD), Santiago Creel Miranda
(PAN), and Alfredo Philips Olmedo (PRI) for an
open dialogue about the Mexican transition to
democracy. Many saw the 1997 elections as the
beginning of the end for the state-party system that
had ruled Mexico since 1930, and have gone on to
play key roles in the democratization process. Creel
Miranda, for example, now chairs President-elect
Vicente Fox’s diverse transition team, with Aguilar
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Zinser a co-chair of its foreign policy branch.
Fox himself has joined in CLAS’ analysis of the

Mexican transformation. In December 1998, while
serving as governor of the state of Guanajuato, Fox
was among the participants in CLAS’ “Alternatives
for the Americas: A Dialogue” conference. Those
present glimpsed a preview of what now promises to
be an influential policy proposal: in his presentation,
Gov. Fox ventured the idea of a “common market”
between the United States and Mexico, similar to the
European Union. He argued that this differs from a
simple free trade agreement such as NAFTA by
emphasizing the countries’ “joining forces….to
compete as a block against the world,” rather than
competing against each other, with Mexico the
predictable loser.

Amalia García of the PRD, a leader of the Mexican
left who criticized the growing gap between the
Mexican rich and poor at the 1998 conference, has
since gone on to become president of her party. Her
emphasis on stemming the negative effects of
economic integration, a central theme in her
comments at Berkeley, will undoubtedly continue to
influence the political debate in Mexico, now with a
new political coalition at the nation’s helm. This fall,
she will return to Berkeley as part of the “New
Directions for Mexico” series.

In the wake of the July elections, many questions

remain as Mexico embarks on this transition of
unprecedented, and still uncertain, proportions. But
as past experience suggests, the discussions which
have unfolded at Berkeley in recent years may provide
key tools for understanding Mexico’s political
transformations. Early discussions of Mexican
democratization among its leading players focused
on themes that later proved pivotal to the political
process. Policy ideas that were aired in open
discussions have since been sharpened into official
proposals. And leaders who interacted, often
informally, in the series of events at Berkeley have
generated new alliances, many of which now shape
current events in surprising ways. This fall, CLAS
aims to continue this tradition of accompanying
Mexico on its democratic adventure, providing a
forum for further discussion, analysis, and reflection
on contemporary politics. ■

Angelina Snodgrass Godoy is a Ph.D. candidate in
sociology whose dissertation focuses on
democratization and criminal violence in Latin America.
Héctor E. Cárdenas is a Ph.D. candidate at the Richard
and Rhoda Goldman School of Public Policy whose
research interests include the use of information
technology in public management, issues in Mexican
federalism, and U.S.-Mexico relations. Marny Requa and
Jessa Lewis also contributed to this article.

Participants in CLAS’ 1998 “Alternatives for the Americas” conference, from left to right: Prof. Harley Shaiken; Jaime
Esteves, former Speaker of the Chamber of Deputies in Chile; U.S. Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi; Senator Adolfo
Aguilar Zinser of Mexico; Luis Maira Aguirre, Chile’s Ambassador to Mexico; Senator Amalia García of Mexico; Prof.
Jorge Castañeda of Mexico; U.S. Congressman David Bonior; U.S. Congressman Sherrod Brown; Governor Vicente
Fox of Guanajuato, Mexico; Prof. Roberto Mangabeira Unger; and Ciro Gomes, former Governor of Ceara, Brazil. Not
pictured: U.S. Congressman Xavier Becerra. Since the time of the conference, many participants have taken on
increasingly prominent roles in their countries. Vicente Fox, for example, has been elected president of Mexico;
Jaime Esteves was appointed president of the Banco del Estado, Chile; Amalia García was elected president of the
PRD; and Jorge Castañeda and Adolfo Aguilar Zinser were appointed to head the foreign policy transition team for
President-elect Fox.
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